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Assessing the Intrinsic Radiation Efficiency of
Tissue Implanted UHF Antennas
Yomna El-Saboni, Student Member, IEEE, Dmitry E Zelenchuk, Senior Member, IEEE, Gareth A. Conway, Senior
Member, IEEE and William G. Scanlon, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Dielectric loss occurring in tissues in close proximity
to UHF implanted antennas is an important factor in the per-
formance of medical implant communication systems. Common
practice in numerical analysis and testing is to utilize radiation
efficiency measures external to the tissue phantom employed. This
approach means that radiation efficiency is also dependent on
the phantom used and antenna positioning, making it difficult to
understand antenna performance and minimize near-field tissue
losses. Therefore, an alternative methodology for determining
the intrinsic radiation performance of implanted antennas that
focuses on assessing structural and near field tissue losses is
presented. The new method is independent of the tissue phantom
employed and can be used for quantitative comparison of designs
across different studies. The intrinsic radiation efficiency of an
implant antenna is determined by assessing the power flow within
the tissue phantom at a distance of at least λg/2 from the
radiating structure. Simulated results are presented for canonical
antennas at 403 MHz and 2400 MHz in homogeneous muscle and
fat phantoms. These illustrate the dominance of propagating path
losses in high-water content tissues such as muscle, whereas near-
field dielectric losses may be more important in low-water tissues
such as fat due to the extended reactive near-field.
Index Terms—Antenna efficiency; radiation efficiency; im-
plantable antennas; reactive near-field; path loss; antenna char-
acterization
I. INTRODUCTION
INTEREST in the field of Wireless Implantable MedicalDevices (WIMDs) is increasing due to the range of poten-
tial medical applications. Examples include minimally invasive
sensing and monitoring of transplanted organs to improve
both medical diagnosis and treatment and to simultaneously
provide patients with a more independent lifestyle [1]–[4].
WIMD based solutions are also relevant to new forms of brain
interfacing and neuro-stimulators including urinary bladder
control, the early detection and interruption of seizures or
when monitoring brain functionality in patients diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease or related illnesses. Similarly, WIMDs
have a role to play in directly improving patient quality of
life through smart prosthesis or artificial organs [5]–[7].
Irrespective of the application it is clear that wireless com-
munication with implanted medical devices is advantageous
as it reduces the risk of infection [8] and offers much more
flexibility in terms of selection of the implant site [5], [9].
Early medical implants utilized inductive coupling commu-
nication techniques but alignment concerns and the need
for higher information rate operation led to studies at UHF
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frequencies [10], [11] and now there are many commercial
solutions available [12]. This interest in RF-based implant
communication led to the establishment of the medical implant
communication services (MICS) band at 402–405 MHz [5],
[13]. More recently, researchers have also been considering
the use of the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band
at 2360–2483.5 MHz due to the ease of antenna design,
particularly since WIMD applications are demanding much
smaller device dimensions [14]. However, operating at this
higher frequency also presents its challenges due to higher
wave propagation losses in biological tissues.
There is a significant body of work on UHF antenna design
for WIMD applications spanning more than two decades based
on PIFA, dipole, loop, monopole, helical and spiral designs
[14]–[19], with various techniques to tackle miniaturization
whilst maintaining communication link performance [20].
However, most studies tend to present an design optimized for
the clinical application being targeted and there are only a few
studies covering the design principles associated with implant
antenna design. Furthermore, the relatively poor radiation
performance of implant antenna solutions remains a significant
issue [21]. This issue is not helped by the poor link margins
in most WIMD systems where regulatory restrictions and
battery-based or energy-harvesting powering solutions prevail.
The recent drive for more aggressive device miniaturization
only exacerbates the situation. Therefore, there is a need
for more quantitative consideration of UHF implant antenna
performance.
Implant antennas are typically embedded in biological tis-
sues with relatively thin insulating layers. With such lossy
dielectric material in its reactive near zone, an antenna’s cur-
rent distribution is modified directly affecting its performance
characteristics including return loss [19] and link efficiency
since both the radiating (propagating) and reactive field com-
ponents contribute to power losses [22]. However, propagating
component losses are a direct function of the application itself
since they depend on antenna position and orientation, and
arrangement of the tissue structures themselves. For effective
antenna design there needs to be a performance assessment of
the intrinsic efficiency of the antenna and the design process
should seek to minimize both near-field and structural losses
since the propagating losses are largely constrained by the
application. Traditional antenna radiation efficiency, which is
the ratio of total radiated power at any point to input power, is
only applicable if the antenna is radiating in a lossless region.
For antennas in lossy media an alternative approach is to
consider the radiated power at a specific enclosed surface and
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use this to evaluate performance [23]. Taking this approach we
introduce the new concept of intrinsic radiation efficiency and
based on theoretical analysis we provide practical guidance
on how to evaluate this parameter for electrically small UHF
implant antennas. The paper is structured as follows. Section II
discusses radiation efficiency and Section III the radian length
of electrically small antennas in lossy media. Section IV intro-
duces the definition of intrinsic radiation efficiency. Sections
IV and V describe illustrative numerical simulation setup and
results, respectively. The paper concludes in Section VI with
a discussion on how this new approach may be used within
numerical simulation and measurement studies.
II. IMPLANT ANTENNA EFFICIENCY
As the power accepted by an antenna is dissipated either
through radiation (Prad) or losses (Ploss) in the antenna
structure and surrounding environment, radiation efficiency
RE is conventionally defined as follows [21]:
RE =
Prad
Prad + Ploss
(1)
In the context of WIMDs, total losses include 1) ohmic and
dielectric losses in the antenna and its packaging, which may
include the device circuitry and any bio-compatible insulation;
2) losses in surrounding biological tissues due to reactive near
field components that may exist outside of the WIMD pack-
aging [24]; and 3) propagating field component losses [25]
which will include both path loss and tissue boundary effects
due to wave impedance transition reflections. The first source
of loss can only be properly assessed after the WIMD design
has been finalized but nonetheless, modern materials and high
accuracy simulation tools allow designers to evaluate designs
and significantly reduce structural and packaging losses. How-
ever, as device dimensions move towards the millimeter and
sub-millimeter scale, UHF antennas are not only closer to
lossy tissues, but they are more electrically small with more
dominant reactive field components. Depending on the local
tissue conductivity characteristics and operating frequency, this
second category of losses can be quite significant. To some
extent, the wave propagation losses are determined fully by
the application and independent of the antenna type or its
structure. Each propagating wave component is individually
affected by the material properties along its path. Several
studies have been conducted in the past with the objective
of modeling this path loss across single layered and multi-
layered tissues [26], [27]. One way of addressing this third
source of loss would be to direct wave propagation through
less lossy tissues or towards the more direct path to the body
surface [28].
Since implantable antennas are required to have a bio-
compatible coating [24], this insulating layer also be used to
maintain an antenna’s performance and prevent close coupling
with high conductivity of body tissues [29]. Additionally,
insulated antennas have the advantage of being less sensitive
to the dielectric properties of the surrounding medium [30]. In
[24], it was also emphasized that an insulating bio-compatible
layer also has a significant advantage in radiation performance
as it helps smooth the wave impedance transition between the
source domain and proximate body tissues which typically
have quite different dielectric properties [31].
Since the effectiveness of insulating coatings is significantly
reduced as they become thinner the drive for much smaller
overall package design means that there is also an opportunity
to improve WIMD antenna performance by considering an-
tenna design techniques for minimizing near-field tissue losses
[32]. Indeed, this issue has also been of interest in the context
of reducing the thermal energy absorbed by the surrounding
tissues and improving the Specific Absorption Rate [33].
Others have also considered the near field losses in under-
ground antennas [34], and more generally the performance of
antennas inside any lossy medium [23]. Therefore, irrespective
of the motivation, the importance of near-field tissue losses in
implanted antenna applications is well established.
III. RADIAN LENGTH FOR TISSUE IMPLANTED SOURCE
Wheeler defined the radian sphere as the boundary sepa-
rating the near field and far field, with a radius, r, of one
radian length (rl) where the three terms of the field for a
Hertzian dipole are equal in magnitude [35]. An electrically
small antenna (ESA) is then one which is smaller in size than
its radian sphere [23]. Such an antenna has a small power
factor of radiation which implies that its radiation resistance
is much smaller than the principal component of its self-
reactance. Consider the field equations of an infinitesimal
electric dipole source in lossy material [36]:
Eθ =
IdL
4pi(σ + jωε)
sin θ
r3
(
1 + γr + γ2r2
)
e−γr (2)
Er =
IdL
2pi(σ + jωε)
cos θ
r3
(1 + γr) e−γr
Hφ =
IdL
4pi
sin θ
r2
(1 + γr) e−γr
γ =
(−εµω2 + jωµσ)1/2 (3)
The current element is an insulated wire of length dL
carrying a uniform current I , which varies harmonically with
time with an angular frequency of ω. The complex propagation
constant γ is defined in (3) with its real part positive, while
the medium is defined by absolute dielectric permittivity ε,
absolute magnetic permeability µ and electrical conductivity
σ. The distance between the source and the observation point is
defined as r. The non-zero spherical components of the electric
field intensity and the magnetic field intensity are Eθ, Er, and
Hφ, respectively. Similar derivations apply to magnetic anten-
nas using the fields generated by an infinitesimal magnetic
dipole immersed in a homogeneous conducting medium such
as seawater in spherical coordinates as described in [25].
To determine the radian length, the absolute value of the
reactive field components in (2) associated with the r3 term
are equated with the r2 term.
|γ| =
∣∣∣∣ 1rl
∣∣∣∣
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rl =
1{
(−εµω2)2 + (ωµσ)2}1/4 (4)
With some manipulation and using the substitutions from
[37], (4) can be restated in terms of the wavelength in the
medium, λg as:
rl =
1
(((− 2piλg )2)2 + ((( 2piλg )2)
µσ2
ε ))
1/4
=
1
(( 2piλg )
2(( 2piλg )
2 + µσ
2
ε ))
1/4
=
1√
2pi
λg
( 4pi
2
λg2
+ µσ
2
ε )
1/4
=
√
λg√
2pi( 4pi
2
λg2
+ µσ
2
ε )
1/4
=
√
λg
2pi
(( 2piλg )
2 + µσ
2
ε )
1/4
(5)
Further simplification is obtained by splitting the propa-
gation constant into real and imaginary terms and using the
binomial expansion to find β and α:
γ = α+ jβ (6)
β = ω
√
µε
(
1
2
+
1
2
√
1 +
σ2
ω2ε2
) 1
2
(7)
α =
ωµε
2β
(8)
Since human body tissues are a good insulator at UHF
(σ << ωε) we can write:
β ≈ ω√µε
(
1 +
σ2
8ω2ε2
)
And since:
tan δ =
σ
ωε
< 0.5
The terms can then be simplified to:
β ≈ ω√µε
α ≈ σ
2
√
µ
ε
=
β
2
σ
ωε
Therefore, (5) can be approximated as:
|γ| =
√
β2 + α2
|γ| = β
√
1 +
σ2
4ω2ε2
Fig. 1: Exact radian length (Eqn. 5) for selected human tissues.
TABLE I: RMSE for exact (Eqn. 5) and lossless approximation
(Eqn. 10) of radian length
Frequency Range (GHz) Muscle Fat Skin
Entire range: 0.4–3.0 5.1% 1.6% 7.2%
Mid range: 0.4–1.4 5.2% 1.6% 7.3%
Low range: 0.4–0.5 7.2% 2.2% 8.8%
|γ| = 2pi
λg
√
1 +
σ2
4ω2ε2
rl =
λg
2pi
(
1 +
σ2
4ω2ε2
)−1
2
≈ λg
2pi
(
1 +
σ2
8ω2ε2
)
(9)
Equation (9) highlights the relationship between wavelength
in the medium and the radian length. For lossless media (σ =
0), the radian length rl simplifies to:
rl = λg/2pi (10)
Equation (5) was used to evaluate the radian length for
muscle, fat and dry skin across typical implant antenna
frequencies (0.4–1.5 GHz) using dielectric properties based
on the parametric model in [38], (Fig. 1). High permittivity
tissues have significantly shorter radian lengths. The effect
of conductivity on the radian length is not as significant, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Here the radian length for normal
muscle is compared with double loss (2σ) and zero loss
(σ = 0) cases. These non-physical comparisons show that,
over typical UHF frequencies and for the widest range of
tissue conductivity expected, conductivity is only a significant
factor at lower frequencies. Additionally, the use of the lossless
simplification (Eqn. 10) is a reasonable approximation as it
results in less than 10% root mean square error (RMSE) even
for high permittivity, high conductivity tissues (Table I).
IV. INTRINSIC RADIATION EFFICIENCY OF IMPLANTED
ANTENNAS
A new figure of merit for UHF implant antennas is pro-
posed. Intrinsic Radiation Efficiency (IRE) is a measure of an
implant antenna’s ability to efficiently convert accepted power
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Fig. 2: Exact radian length in muscle equivalent tissues with
varying conductivity value.
to propagating wave power within the surrounding human
body tissues or an equivalent phantom. If the power accepted
by the antenna is Pacc and the total power dissipated in the
antenna structure and surrounding tissues due to the reactive
near field is given by Pnf , then:
IRE =
Pacc − Pnf
Pacc
(11)
For practical antennas in lossless media (11) is equivalent to
(1), i.e., IRE = RE. However, for implant antennas RE will
always be less than IRE since the radiated power component
of (1) is conventionally calculated or measured external to the
human body or tissue equivalent phantom. However, even for
the same antenna, RE can vary with implantation depth and
position since the external radiated power is reduced by both
the near-field losses in the antenna and surrounding tissues
and also wave propagation losses within the phantom itself.
Consider an antenna under test at the center of a homogeneous
spherical tissue equivalent phantom much larger than the
antenna. If the antenna is moved much closer to the phantom
edge, the total radiated power will typically increase leading
to an increase in RE, whereas if it is calculated correctly,
IRE should not increase. Of course, for implant antennas,
determining the radiated power external to the body or tissue
equivalent phantom surrounding the implant is consistent with
the requirements of most WIMD applications where the overall
link budget needs to be evaluated. In contrast, however, the
purpose of the new figure of merit is to facilitate the evaluation
of the quality of a particular antenna design since reactive
near field losses should be minimized. The IRE metric also
provides a method of comparing antenna designs between
different laboratories and across different applications.
A. Numerical Investigation
A series of simulations were performed in CST Microwave
Studio R© to investigate techniques for evaluating IRE. An
electrically-small dipole antenna encapsulated with an insulat-
ing layer was modeled at the center of a finite spherical tissue
equivalent phantom (of radius 100 mm and 200 mm), as shown
in Fig. 3. Homogeneous muscle and fat tissue phantoms were
used as their dielectric properties are quite distinct from each
Fig. 3: Schematic of simulation model: the radius of the
spherical phantom is Rphantom, the AUT may be offset within
the phantom by distance doffset. Power flow within a sphere
of radius Re, which is always less than Re,max = Rphantom−
doffset, is used to determine IRE.
TABLE II: Simulated Tissue Properties [38]
Phantom Band Conductivity (Sm−1) Relative Permittivity
Fat MICS 0.04 5.58ISM 0.10 5.28
Muscle MICS 0.80 57.1ISM 1.71 52.8
other. In total, there are 8 different scenarios in the numerical
study, as a set of 2 different phantoms, 2 frequency bands and
2 antenna sizes were used.
For simplicity, the antenna was constructed from a perfect
electric conductor (PEC) and the insulation material was a
vacuum. While the canonical antenna model and the material
characteristics are not particularly realistic, this approach
allowed the analysis to focus on the near field tissue losses
since there are no antenna structure and packaging losses.
Two distinct frequency bands and two homogeneous phan-
tom tissue types were considered and, to illustrate the use of
IRE in antenna design, two different antenna lengths were
tested in each scenario. The 402–405 MHz MICS band was
chosen as it is specified in IEEE standard 802.15.6-2012 for
in-body area networks [39]–[42]. The second frequency band
chosen was the 2360–2483.5 MHz band, commonly referred
to as the 2.4 GHz ISM band [40], [42]. As discussed in [22],
these two bands are the most commonly used for implant
communications. The spherical phantoms had a radius of either
100 mm or 200 mm and were homogeneous with either muscle
or fat tissue mimicking dielectric properties (Table II). The
calculated radian lengths for these dielectric properties and
frequencies are given in Table III.
The insulated electrically small dipole antenna model is
TABLE III: Exact (5) and approximated (10) radian length
Phantom Band Exact rl (mm) Approximated rl (mm)
Fat MICS 48.6 49.9ISM 8.6 8.6
Muscle MICS 14.4 15.6ISM 2.7 2.7
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Fig. 4: Schematic of insulated dipole antenna.
similar to the one presented in [43] with a PEC wire radius
and a total length dependent on the wavelength in free space.
The antenna model was placed at the geometric center of the
spherical phantom and the insulation layer was modeled as
a vacuum cylinder rather than the sphere used in [43]. The
antenna length and the radius of the insulation were varied
using a design factor, n, as shown in the schematic in Fig. 4.
In the schematic, λ is the free space wavelength in each band
(MICS or ISM) and D is the diameter of antenna wire, itself
a function of n which was set to either 50 or 82.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The overall electromagnetic power flow for the simulation
model can be computed using the Poynting vector equation
[23] and directly obtained in CST Microwave Studio R© using
the power flow monitor over an enclosed surface. The power
flow monitor records the Poynting vector and reports the
maximum value of the power flow at every spatial point,
encountered within one period of time. Here the surface was
chosen to be an enclosed sphere centred on the antenna feed
point with a radius Re, which is always less than Re,max
so that the power flow surface is always within the spherical
phantom, irrespective of the position of the antenna, which
may be offset from the phantom centre (Fig. 3).
Table IV shows the power flow at a radius equal to the
exact radian length (Table III) for each combination of antenna
size, operating band and tissue type. The values shown are
normalized against the accepted input power of each antenna
so the values are in dB relative to the accepted power which
is the power delivered to the antenna structure taking account
of mismatch losses. In all cases, the larger antenna (n = 50)
always performs better than the smaller one, consistent with
less reactive near field losses up to the radian length radius.
Direct comparison between power flow in both tissue types
is difficult for the results in Table IV as the radian lengths are
so different. Furthermore, since conductivity of fat is so low,
the reactive near field region extends much further into the
fat phantom. As the antennas under test are very electrically
small, they are highly reactive and this combination means
that near field losses in fat are potentially more significant
than might be expected.
A. Estimating Intrinsic Radiation Efficiency
To better investigate the losses involved, we can plot a graph
of power flow versus radial distance, normalized by accepted
power (Fig. 5). These results do not distinguish between
reactive near field and propagating wave components as both
elements are present to some extent in all regions surrounding
the antenna. One approach to determining IRE in homoge-
neous media is to compensate for the expected propagating
wave components so that power flow normalized to accepted
power becomes a direct measure of structural and near-field
tissue losses. Plane wave propagation in homogeneous lossy
media is well understood and commonly articulated as depth of
penetration, defined as the distance in the medium in which the
wave amplitude of a traveling electromagnetic wave is reduced
to 1/e of its initial value [44]. The depth of penetration (δ) is
given by [45]:
δ =
(
k2
2
(√
εr2 + (
σ
ωε0
)2 − εr
))− 12
(12)
This equation can be used to estimate the propagation
loss, PL at a distance d (m) for the simulated materials and
frequencies using:
PL(dB) = 8.686d
(
1(Np)
δ(m)
)
(13)
The attenuation per mm was calculated for each case using
(13) and presented in Table V. As there are no losses in the
antenna structure or insulation in the simulation model, the
normalized power flow results in Fig. 5 can be modified to
compensate for the theoretical propagation loss expected at
radial distances up to Re from the source antenna, directly
estimating IRE. Since IRE should be constant, any devia-
tion indicates that non-propagating loss mechanisms are still
present at that particular radial distance.
Fig. 6 presents the same data given in Fig. 5 but with an
assumed theoretical propagation loss (PL, Table V) removed
at each data point (10 mm intervals) according to the radial
distance involved. For the fat phantom (left graph), the ISM
TABLE IV: Normalised power flow at a radius of rl
Phantom Band Antenna size Power flow at rl (dB)
Fat
MICS n = 82 −23.1
n = 50 −16.4
ISM n = 82 −18.2
n = 50 −12.0
Muscle
MICS n = 82 −8.4
n = 50 −3.3
ISM n = 82 −7.9
n = 50 −3.2
TABLE V: Theoretical propagation loss, PL (13)
Phantom Band PL (dB/mm)
Fat MICS 0.03ISM 0.08
Muscle MICS 0.16ISM 0.38
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Fig. 5: Normalized power flow versus radial distance for fat (top) and muscle (bottom). The vertical lines represent the exact
radian length for each case.
Fig. 6: IRE estimates versus radial distance for both fat (left) and muscle (right) phantoms. The muscle chart includes IRE
of antennas in the literature; Ant1: [46], Ant2: [47], Ant3: [47], Ant4: [46] and Ant5: [48].
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band results show a relatively constant estimated IRE at
all distances significantly beyond rl (8.6 mm) with around
6 dB advantage for the larger antenna (Table VI). The low
permittivity of the fat equivalent medium also means that
there are no significant boundary effects at the phantom
edge (100 mm). However, for the MICS band, the radian
length is over five times larger (48.6 mm) and the estimate
of IRE does not settle within the original phantom radius
(Rphantom ≈ 2rl). Therefore, a phantom with a larger radius
(Rphantom = 200 mm) was used for this case. Again, the larger
antenna performs better, with a 6 dB advantage developing
outside the reactive near-field zone. The muscle phantom
results (right graph) are also interesting. Again, for the ISM
band, there is a relatively constant IRE but unlike the fat
case there are strong boundary effects towards the edge of the
phantom. This is consistent with the significant change in wave
impedance encountered. In the lower frequency MICS case it
is also apparent that the IRE estimate only settles beyond
several radian lengths (rl = 14.4 mm) and the boundary effect
is even more pronounced. This is consistent with the higher
reflection coefficient associated with the increased permittivity
at 400 MHz.
The IRE values are consistently higher in the muscle
phantom than in the fat phantom (≈ 15 dB higher at MICS and
≈ 8 dB at ISM band). This reflects the significantly shorter
radian length in muscle than in fat due to the much higher
permittivity. Even though the conductivity of muscle is higher
than fat, this reduction in the volume of the reactive near-field
zone leads to overall reduced losses in the non-propagating
wave components. These results also show that operation at
the higher frequency ISM band can be advantageous. In the
fat case, IRE increases and the relatively low propagation
constant in this medium means that performance actually
increases as shown in the power flow results (Fig. 5). For
the muscle case, the IRE is approximately the same at both
MICS and ISM. However, propagation losses quickly grow
with frequency. This means that there is a direct trade-off in
terms of operating frequency, implant size and implant depth
since a higher frequency means that for a fixed package size,
the antenna is electrically larger and, depending on the distance
from implant to surface, the higher IRE might more than
account for the additional path loss incurred. Furthermore,
all aspects of antenna engineering are less challenging as the
electrical size of the problem increases.
Moreover, all of these results indicate that estimation of
IRE by considering power flow and compensating for prop-
agation losses is extremely useful but that care is needed
to ensure that the estimate is made sufficiently far from
the antenna under test to ensure that near field losses are
sufficiently diminished to become negligible. Based on the
results presented here, it is recommended that this minimum
distance, Rmin, is set as pirl:
Rmin = pirl ≈ λg
2
. (14)
Furthermore, IRE needs to be evaluated in a phantom of
sufficient size, with a minimum radius from the antenna
structure larger than the evaluation radius of (14) to also
ensure that boundary wave impedance effects are minimized.
This minimum distance restriction applies regardless of the
shape of the phantom and the relative position of the antenna
under evaluation. To illustrate, the IRE of the ISM antenna in
the muscle homogeneous phantom was determined for three
different positions along the radial (doffset = 0, 10, 50 mm)
direction. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and IRE for the
recommended radial distance (Rmin) is presented in Table VII.
The IRE results are effectively unaffected by any offset (as
pirl is within the phantom for all three offsets). This highlights
the robustness of this figure of merit.
It is also possible to estimate IRE using conventional
RE results obtained external to a homogeneous phantom by
measurement or simulation. However, these results will always
be lower than IRE estimates obtained via the recommended
power flow compensated method due to the reflection loss
incurred at the external phantom boundary. In Fig. 6 the
right hand graph has symbols placed on the x = 100 mm
axis. These are IRE values estimated using CST reported
conventional radiation efficiency results and taking account
of the expected propagation loss in 100 mm of phantom.
This approach also allows comparison with results from other
laboratories where different phantom dimensions were used.
The right hand graph of Fig. 6 also shows estimated IRE data
points at x = 40 mm and x = 10 mm that were obtained using
the conventional RE results found in [46]–[48]. These studies
considered antennas in both ISM and MICS frequency bands
in homogeneous muscle tissue phantoms. Although different
phantom shapes were used and the studies considered distinct
applications, the use of estimated IRE as a performance
metric allows for some limited comparisons.
VI. CONCLUSION
Consideration of the sources of loss for tissue-implanted
UHF antennas has identified the need for a new figure of
merit to facilitate quantitative analysis of competing designs.
TABLE VI: Estimated Intrinsic Radiation Efficiency
Phantom Band Antenna size IRE (dB)
Fat
MICS n = 82 ≤ −25
n = 50 ≤ −19
ISM n = 82 −18
n = 50 −12
Muscle
MICS n = 82 −10
n = 50 −5
ISM n = 82 −10
n = 50 −5
TABLE VII: IRE at different radial offset distances (ISM
band, muscle phantom.
Antenna size Offset (mm) IRE at pirl (dB)
n = 50
0 −4.1
10 −4.1
50 −4.1
n = 82
0 −9.1
10 −9.1
50 −9.1
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Fig. 7: IRE in muscle phantom with varying offset from the
centre of the phantom.
The losses associated with the dominant propagating paths are
typically application specific, and at early stages of the design
process they are particular to the phantom chosen for empirical
or numerical evaluation. To overcome these limitations, the
concept of intrinsic radiation efficiency is proposed for UHF
implant antenna analysis. This new metric takes account of
the structural, packaging and near-field dielectric tissue losses
associated with an implanted antenna.
To illustrate this new approach, a methodology for estimat-
ing intrinsic radiation efficiency using numerical simulation
of power flow was presented. The results considered canoni-
cal electrically small dipole antennas in homogeneous tissue
equivalent phantoms at two common operating frequencies for
medical implant communications. As well as demonstrating
the utility of the new approach, the results illustrate the
challenges of using the MICS band, where the lower frequency
and typically higher permittivity values for tissues leads to
an extended near field region (longer radian length) that is
difficult to constrain within the medical device packaging
and insulation in modern miniaturized applications. At higher
frequencies, the shorter radian length leads to potentially much
lower near-field tissue losses. However, this must be balanced
against the significantly higher propagation losses that will
be encountered. Ultimately, the antenna design will be a trade
off determined largely by the propagation path length involved
and the application constrained packaged device size.
While the work presented only considered homogeneous
tissue structures, the approach remains valid for more complex
scenarios as the fundamental definition of intrinsic radiation
efficiency remains unchanged. However, assessment of the
total extent of near field losses becomes much more difficult.
Nonetheless, numerical code developers can use the concepts
presented in this paper to fully automate such processes. In
a similar way to the assessment of specific absorption rate,
an automated process can take account of any possible tissue
structure.
In terms of its use in empirical measurements, intrinsic radi-
ation efficiency could be readily determined in homogeneous
phantoms using discrete electric field measurements and a
similar methodology of propagating path compensation as pre-
sented here for numerical modeling. However, the complexity
of these measurements grows rapidly as radiating structures
become more irregular and if an inhomogeneous phantom is
employed.
This work will lead to improved implant antenna design
as engineers will seek to further reduce losses within their
control and, for the first time, it enables different laboratories
and teams to quantitatively compare their achievements in
optimizing implant antennas. Importantly, the latter can be
achieved without resort to a single standardized test phantom,
thus promoting low cost access to research.
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